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As reports from individuals like Chieko Shiina, a supporter of the Fukushima Collaborateive
Clinic talk about exploding rates of thyroid cancer in children, as well as an epidemic of
leukemia, heart attacks, and other health problems, the Abe-led government and
US continue to sweep the fall out of the Fukushima disaster under the rug.
Cancer rates have exploded at an increase of almost 6000% in areas near the reactor
meltdown. Aside from people-on-the-street interviews that a rare media outlet like “Hodo
station” will report on, mainstream media stays completely silent. One Japanese
resident, Carol Hisasue, laments that as the incident has disappeared from the media, it has
also disappeared from people’s consciousness.
So why does Fukushima continue to be a see no evil, hear no evil event? You can watch an
over hour-long report that goes into detail, but to sum it up, people can’t even turn on their
gas-stoves near Fukushima because “it would be like burning radioactive fuel in their
kitchens.” The contamination levels are too ridiculous to even comprehend.
No matter if the accident was caused by a purposeful nuclear attack, an act of weather
warfare (as some conspiracy analysts have suggested), or by the sheer greed of the nuclear
industry who built it, it is essentially a massive nuclear weapon on fault lines. The Japanese
government and TEPCO are guilty of crimes against humanity, and their neglect is
compounded by a complete disregard, not only for human life, but for all life upon this
planet.
The US is also responsible. After the spotlight was put on failing plants across the United
States that continue to leak radiation into our air, water, and soil every day, the multi-billion
dollar, US taxpayer-subsidized contracts of the nuclear industry came into question. And you
can be sure any real inquiry into the infrastructure of our nuclear plants was hushed up as
quickly as concerns were raised.
The World Health Organization once warned that cancer rates could soar 50% in less than
20 years – but we’ve already surpassed that estimate, which once seemed catastrophic,
exponentially.
So tell me – why are we in such a hurry to forget Fukushima, and why are plans being drawn
up to build more nuclear reactors in the US using taxpayer monies?
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